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Agnes, Gadaisu community member, stands
in the rainforest of Papua New Guinea.

Introduction
OCTOBER 2020

Building local resilience against deforestation will always be at
the heart of Cool Earth’s mission. The evidence that people who live
in rainforest, the autonomous rights-holders, are the best rainforest
custodians is overwhelming.

As our financial year drew to a close in February 2020, the terms
unprecedented, lockdown and new - normal were yet to enter
everyone’s daily vocabulary. Cool Earth’s 2019 work detailed in
this report feels like another era altogether. Although our mission
remains unchanged, the global landscape has changed beyond
recognition. Cool Earth has met this challenge head on, pivoting
towards new and innovative approaches to both fundraising and
programme delivery.
In May this year, Cool Earth launched the Rainforest Resilience
Fund in response to the current coronavirus pandemic. With our
ongoing programme work suspended, we refocused budgets to
provide Covid -19 relief. Our agile and responsive approach
to conservation, along with the support of local partners and
community members, has ensured we meet the urgent needs of
rainforest communities in the most challenging of circumstances.
Although difficult times still lie ahead, relationships with our local
partners are stronger than ever.
“We have been hearing the threatening messages of corona, but
no one had come here to give us facemasks or hand sanitiser. We
welcome CCREAD and Cool Earth to our village and thank them
for all their donations. They remembered us in these forests.”
- Linda, community member in Cameroon

Cool Earth’s forward- thinking investment in water, sanitation,
hygiene, food security, medical evacuation drills and sustainable
income development has paid off in ways we could never have
imagined this time last year.
This prescient investment reflects both our smart and determined
local teams and our longstanding policy of prefunding all our
programmes up to three years in advance. This was first introduced
in 2011 as a means of reassuring communities that Cool Earth is
committed to staying the course.
‘Rebuilding better’ is fast becoming a well- worn slogan but is at
the heart of Cool Earth’s plans for 2020 and beyond. Perhaps most
importantly these plans are not just being made in our offices in
Penryn, Lima or Alotau but in the villages and towns where our core
work is done.
As with so many organisations, the health emergency has
accelerated change at all levels, and we are using this time to
consolidate our mission to support self - determining communities,
and harness the very latest in technological and forest monitoring
innovation. Finding the best ways to keep forest standing, no matter
what the years ahead may bring. I hope you find Cool Earth’s
2019/20 Annual Review an informative and engaging read.

2019 was Cool Earth’s strongest ever year, with a focus on building
resilience, and empowering local leadership, delivering more
programmes than ever before.
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Not up for debate:
Climate change is happening
The destruction of rainforest is undeniably at the core
of the most pressing challenges facing our world today.
Zoonotic diseases like Covid -19 continue to emerge amidst rainforest
degradation, and rising emissions from deforestation are already affecting those
most vulnerable to the effects of extreme weather.
Indigenous people and rainforest communities live in high-risk environments
where the impact of climate change is already being felt.
Recognising local people’s impact on conservation, land stewardship and
climate mitigation is essential. Practitioners of inherited, ancient ways of relating
to the natural environment, indigenous people protect almost 22% of Earth’s
surface containing 80% of global biodiversity.
With our support, this makes them the most powerful stakeholders when
responding to both climate change and conservation challenges.
If we are to successfully tackle climate breakdown and protect Earth’s
environment, we must commit to promoting and protecting the rights of the
world’s indigenous populations.
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"Indigenous, local, and traditional
knowledge systems and practices,
including indigenous peoples’
holistic view of community and
environment, are a major resource
for adapting to climate change."
- IPCC Fifth Assessment Report
Image by Huber Ccayaz Cruz, Tinkareni
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Making Earth
Cool Again
Protecting rainforest is one of the most effective actions
we can take to tackle climate breakdown.
Rainforests store carbon, regulate water cycles, and protect millions of species of
plants and animals. All of us rely on Earth’s ecosystems standing strong for our
survival, to slow global emissions and to avoid critical rises in temperature.

“To avoid the worst of climate change, and in
some cases to adapt to its impacts, it is necessary to
conserve and restore forests.”¹
- To n y Ju n ip e r, Cool Ear th trustee
Tropical forests have the highest carbon density of all forest types due to their
ability for vast carbon sequestration. The planet’s rainforests are capable of
providing 23% of cost - effective climate mitigation needed by 2030 to avoid
climate catastrophe.
Deforestation releases as much carbon into the atmosphere as the global
transport sector and destroys the best carbon capture and carbon storage
technology we have.

¹ Juniper, T, This Pandemic is an environmental issue, Evening Standard, May 2020
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Cool Earth in 2019
With help to develop climate, financial and social resilience,
local people are the greatest rainforest custodians.
Their knowledge is essential when developing effective strategies that tackle the
adverse impacts of climate change. Cool Earth works from the ground up to address
financial and social inequalities that indigenous and rainforest communities face in
order to keep trees standing.
Effective conservation is possible when local people who are uniquely suited to
manage, protect, and restore rainforest are put first. By sharing local knowledge,
Cool Earth is helping to develop the best ways to protect rainforest around the world.
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44,545,905
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13
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* These stats are based on 2019 data and will change according to annual analysis
by Cool Earth.
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Rainforest: Satellite Data
Combine local knowledge with the latest technology
and the picture of forest health becomes clear.
Cool Earth is working alongside local communities, investing in the latest satellite
monitoring technology to help them keep tabs on the level of forest cover in and
around partnerships.
Canopy cover is a key indicator of forest health in Cool Earth’s partnerships.
The Forest Impact team worked with Asháninka community members to trial
methodologies for collecting geospatial data. The data collected through on-theground observation will be used to validate data from satellite analysis. It’s called
‘ground truthing’ and is a core focus in our monitoring, evaluation and learning in the
coming years.
Using traditional GPS field devices, GPS-enabled smartphones and a bespoke form
to collect information from each point, the team verified locations of primary forest,
deforestation and degradation.
But it’s not just about facts and figures. These activities are invaluable in engaging
members of the community with every aspect of monitoring their forest. It’s during
exercises like this that the most interesting information comes out in conversation;
territory boundaries, invasions, village names, diseases, hunting methods and what
medicinal plants continue to be used.
One in a long list of ways in which Cool Earth works to understand the threats to
people’s forest and find solutions to deforestation.

Watch the video.
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"In another 30 years we might not
find bears or any other animals.
There won’t be any left. So we need
to get together with friends to learn
about forest preservation."
- Jaime Peña, Tinkareni
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Community: Toilets that
tackle deforestation
Deforestation isn’t all bulldozers and beefburgers.
It’s a broken leg. It’s needing cash to send your kids to school. It’s waste polluting
your crops and causing sickness in your village. That’s why Cool Earth doesn’t
have a one-size -fits- all approach. We’re there to help if community members fall
ill without access to clean, safe sanitation.
In Wabumari, Papua New Guinea, 94% of households lacked access to clean
water. No toilets meant frequent contamination to the beach and land.
To address this, eight water tanks have now been built to collect and store
rainfall for use in the dry season. Three community members from Wabumari
received training from ATprojects to build long-drop toilets and flooding-resistant
waste systems. With a reduction in contaminated water, community health has
improved and crop yields will increase. Those trained to build toilets have gone
on to find employment in surrounding areas to help others build toilets too.

“Toilets are so very important for people. So, we want
to make toilets for everybody in the community.”
- Bas il Ma ta s ia
With two new toilets already built in Wabumari, there is now greater provision
for visitors and locals alike, supporting Wabumari’s long term aim as a
designated site for forest researchers and school biology groups. This will bring
income to the local area and add more value to their forest.
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Women & Finance:
Stronger than before
Climate change is disproportionately affecting women.
The majority of the world’s poor are women. This financial poverty means that they
suffer greater burdens from the impacts of climate change.
Minimal involvement in decision-making and limited access to sustainable incomes
is worsening these current inequalities. We can’t make economic, social or
environmental progress without promoting the rights of half the world’s population.
Creating a range of alternative, suitable, livelihoods helps women become food
and income secure. That’s why Cool Earth, alongside partner organisation
Fauna & Flora International, is helping women in the Cardamom Mountains of
Cambodia. This year, 209 women received training including chicken husbandry,
veterinary training, coop building and business management .

“Now I have my own income, I’m stronger than before.”
- Sim, Co o l Ear th training par ticipant
With the determination of women like Sim, these programmes are flourishing.
Raising chickens is helping Sim remain financially resilient, have a greater say
within her household and provide a much needed source of protein for her family.
Supporting, sharing and scaling up these approaches will help women take control
of their finances, futures and forest. Changing lives despite the changing climate.
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Biodiversity:
A hive of activity
Beekeeping is improving financial resilience
for the communities of Namuli.
Life has been a challenge for the Namuli bee in recent years. Intensive agriculture
and fires have destroyed natural colonies and rid the ground of flowering plants.
This has forced bees to higher altitudes to seek out food from the forest.
Now, things are looking up for the smallest members of our Mozambique
partnership. With the support of local partner organisation Legado, local
communities are harnessing the potential bees have to offer and earning a living too.
Cool Earth supporters have so far funded training for 20 beekeepers, providing
them with technical skills that will soon see them reaping the rewards with their first
harvest of this sustainable honey.
In the past, the collection of wild honey meant the physical destruction of the colony,
as well as the surrounding trees. Today, by reducing the use of fire, local people are
protecting the bees’ homes and food sources.
As a sweet reward, local people are producing honey to sell and becoming
financially resilient. By supporting beekeepers, there is also the knock- on effect of
keeping the forest healthy for the bees and other species too.
When it comes to saving the rainforest, it’s proving to be the little things that make
the biggest changes.
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"Respecting, valuing and promoting
indigenous peoples’ intricate wealth of
knowledge is possibly our best hope for
protecting what’s left of the Amazon.
And what’s exciting is this is what we’ll
be trying to do for years to come."
- Martin Simonneau, Programme Manager
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Forest Impact: Monitoring & Learning
Léna, University
of Exeter

In 2019, Cool Earth’s monitoring and learning capacity grew to
ensure accountability and transparency remains at the core of
everything we do. It’s a vital part of our effectiveness, and helps
us to understand impacts on the rainforest and the communities

Working closely with Cool

we work alongside. Studying the intricacies of both challenges

Earth throughout her PhD,

and successes helps us to adapt, develop and share more ways

University of Exeter student

to reduce deforestation and build resilient livelihoods.

Léna Prouchet looks to tackle
deforestation and food

By forming links with researchers and universities, we’re finding
ways to address the greatest threats to rainforest and how to
keep local people at the forefront of sustainable forest protection.

insecurity through the use of integrated regenerative agriculture
practices in forest communities of Latin America. Focusing
more specifically on the Peruvian Amazon, where political,

Larissa, 		
University
of Freiburg

social, economic and environmental processes and contexts are

Cool Earth worked

“Translating my research into
culturally-sensitive and practical field
activities, whilst questioning, adapting
and improving what has been done so far
is a key objective. I hope this will serve
Cool Earth and other organisations as
they strive for more impact.”

with Larissa Longano
de Barcellos, a master’s
student from the
University of Freiburg,
as she researched Awajún traditions. Her work has provided
incredible insights into the Awajún way of life, all of which are
vital for us to enhance and promote local conservation practices
that may otherwise be overlooked. Working with anthropologists
like Larissa is crucial for Cool Earth to understand the complexities

extremely unstable and unjust, Léna hopes that her research will
contribute to addressing some of the key drivers of deforestation
and the climate crisis.

- L éna P rou c he t

of life in the forest and how to preserve local practices.
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Goals, Ambitions, Challenges
Strengthening local decision-making

Flexibility and local knowledge

Progress continues to be made in our aim of building greater

The ever dynamic environment of tropical rainforest becomes

independence for partnerships. It means more decisions will

more evident each year. 2019 saw an array of unpredicted

be made locally by people who are the best placed to find

incidents that meant some community support activities had to be

solutions. Employing and empowering more staff in- country

adapted or postponed. Floods in Papua New Guinea prevented

will facilitate this goal, helping local teams, NGO partners and

travel to host workshops in local schools for World Environment

regional networks to be ultimately self-sustainable without

Day and in Cameroon, civil unrest and heavy rains caused the

Cool Earth’s support.

teams to be locked down at home, and the loss of bees from
newly colonised beehives.

Covid-19 and rainforest communities

These unpredictable events are a reminder that individual
partnership circumstances are different and complex. With

The growing Covid -19 pandemic will mean forest villages need

every new community, we become more aware that there is not

our support more than ever. Remote indigeous communities are

a one -size-fits- all solution to support local people in tackling

the most vulnerable to new diseases as health care, reliable

deforestation. Solutions found and lessons learned in one

sanitation or even running water are often difficult to access,

community often do not apply to close neighbours, let alone

inadequate and often unaffordable for forest families. Cool Earth

communities on the other side of the world. This is drastically

is on high alert to do what we can for our partnerships should

highlighted between neighbouring communities in Milne Bay,

Covid-19 reach their communities.

Papua New Guinea, where two neighbouring partnerships
Gadaisu and Sololo speak entirely different languages, despite

Healthy, strong families are key to rainforest communities

living just two hours walk from each other.

being able to continue to thrive and protect their forests. While
addressing emergency Covid-19 support, our emphasis will be

These challenges require being flexible, agile, open-minded

on keeping current partnership activities going as much as we

and dependent on local knowledge and experience to make

safely can.

the right decisions.
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Professor Dr Johan Rockström

The Cool Earth team
Cool Earth welcomed a host of new ambassadors to
the team in 2019 who each offer a wealth of experience.
From Gillian Burke to Tony Juniper and Vianet Djenguet, this inspirational group includes
wildlife filmmakers, conservationists and environmentalists, working to raise awareness of
our mission to protect rainforest.
Samantha Cohen CVO has joined Cool Earth as Co - Chair of the Board of Trustees.
Samantha’s distinguished career ranges from working for the Australian Government
to the Royal Household, where she was Assistant Private Secretary to The Queen from
2011- 2018, and Head of Royal Communications prior to this.
A new addition to our Board of Trustees, Professor Dr Johan Rockström’s research
as joint director of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research continues to be a
global call to arms and a framework for the future use of Earth’s resources. Having led an
international research group to identify planetary boundaries, Johan has committed his
career to lead the way on all things climate science and sustainability.
Our in- country teams in Papua New Guinea and Peru continue to grow. From
management of partnerships to forming links locally, we’re working to showcase voices
that need to be heard.
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Gillian Burke

Tony Juniper CBE

Vianet Djenguet

Samantha Cohen CVO
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The Cool Earth team
Clifford Peter Yaee joined the Papua New Guinea team in January as Forest Project
Coordinator, with a focus on helping Wabumari with their plans to generate an income
from protecting the forest for research visitors. Before joining the team, Clifford took part
in a placement alongside Cool Earth for his final year of study at the University of Goroka,
engaging community members in biodiversity surveys that help monitor the impact of
climate change on local species.

“In Papua New Guinea, youths
are the backbone of society. Involve
them to take ownership of the project
and they will protect our forest and
natural environment.”
- Clif ford Peter Ya ee
In Peru, Isabel Felandro joined us as Project Manager. An environmental lawyer, Isabel leads
the team in Lima to support the Awajún and Asháninka partnerships, finding the best ways to
alleviate financial poverty and protect the Peruvian Amazon forest.

“The rainforest is life. The world can
scale up rainforest protection. It will
take collaboration and coordination to
avoid duplication of efforts, and to use
and allocate resources in an efficient
way. We know that we are more
effective as a collective rather than
individual, disconnected projects.”
- Is ab e l Fela n dro
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"We want to give people the
skills so that they can generate
income and not go into destroying
the forest for palm oil and
logging to get money."
- Gellie Akui, Project Manager,
Papua New Guinea
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Press & Campaign highlights
Money and maps
Keeping tropical rainforest standing is the key to averting a climate catastrophe.
Cool Earth works with local communities on the latest mapping technology and

Claire Longrigg and the team ready to walk
through rainforest to the remote village of Tankoari.

ground truthing data, developing solutions to the climate crisis with those who
rely on the forest for their existence. Journalist Clare Longrigg shines a light on
the complexity of deforestation in remote rainforest communities in the Guardian’s
‘Money and maps: is this how to save the Amazon’s 400bn trees?’

Climate action, together
The best approach to tackling climate breakdown is protecting rainforest. It means
that effective conservation is only possible when local people who are uniquely
suited to manage, protect, and restore rainforest are put first. More people than ever
chose to take climate action with Cool Earth in December 2019 and invested in the
future of rainforest and our planet, raising £310,734.

Cool Earth supporters shared the message that
protecting rainforest is the smartest climate action there is.

Rainforest fires and a global response
‘Our house is on fire’ Greta Thunberg warned in January 2019. Just over six months
later, immense clouds of smoke filled our screens as the rainforest burned. Forest fires
from Brazil to Angola sparked a huge movement in response.
The destruction of Earth’s rainforests flooded our screens as we saw devastating
pictures of the Brazilian Amazon burning. We cannot deny that the state of rainforest
is at a critical point. Many supporters got in touch to find out how to help tackle the
relentless destruction of Earth’s forests, with an amazing 315 donors signing up to
be regular givers in August alone.
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Record breaking fires throughout
Earth’s forests spurred many into action.
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Financials

GLOBAL INCOME ALLOCATION*

Governance &
Management

In the last financial year, our global income rose to £4,115,621. This increase is
thanks to our committed donors who continue to make a difference and generous new
supporters who, through word of mouth and online advertising, have connected with
Cool Earth’s people-focussed approach to conservation.
Of this total, £3,405,725 (83%) was spent on rainforest protection and allocated to
programme reserves, working alongside our dedicated local partners to find the best

1%

Rainforest
Protection

83%

Fundraising &
Communications

12 %
Monitoring,
Evaluation &
Learning

4%

ways to keep trees standing around the world.
* Includes income from
Cool Earth Action Inc.

In the past year, Cool Earth spent 12% of its income on Fundraising and Communications.
From growing our inhouse design capabilities to developing strategic approaches to
reaching audiences right around the world, we continue to take a digital- first approach
and follow industry best practices to raise money and advocate for forest protection.

P R O G R A M M E S P E N D BY P R O J E C T
Mozambique

INCOME SOURCES

Other

5%

Trusts &
Foundations

27%

8%

Individual Donations

41%

Papua New
Guinea

19%

Peru

54%

Cambodia

10%
Cameroon

Business Donations

27%

4%
Ecuador

DR Congo

3%

2%
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Our community
Cool Earth supporters are always creative and
committed in their support of rainforest communities.
From birthday fundraisers to workplace giving and businesses celebrating decades of
support, thank you for doing more than ever to keep trees standing.

Painting the Rainforest
After seeing first hand how deforestation is destroying the habitat of rainforest birds, artist and
Cool Earth supporter Graham Gynn committed to capturing their beauty on canvas. He creates
and sells paintings of endangered birds to spread awareness and raise money for rainforest
charities like Cool Earth, helping to protect the rainforest that these beautiful birds call home.

Millennial Climate Action Fund
Maria and the rest of this environmentally-minded collective refused to let climate-doom take
hold. Instead, they came together to make a tangible financial commitment to protecting
rainforest and mitigating carbon emissions from deforestation.

“So many things need to happen to get our planet on the right
track, and we feel good being part of the change we wish to
see. In forty years, we’ll have a bit less money in our retirement
funds, but we will be able to say, I didn’t just sit on the sidelines
watching the world burn. If you’d like to be able to say that with
us, I hope you’ll join in today—we don’t have a minute to waste.”
- Ma r ia
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Our community

Victoria, USA
Victoria is not your average supporter. She is an effective altruist who works over and above to
help the causes she cares about, whether through employment or charitable endeavors. Over the
years, Victoria has generously supported Cool Earth with money and is now donating her time to
help share Cool Earth’s mission in the US.

“Climate change is an existential risk that ties into every major
problem we face and is impacted by every decision we make.
I love that Cool Earth tackles this systemic problem holistically and
efficiently, and works without borders on long-term solutions.”
- Vic t o r ia

Rentokil Initial and Climate Dividends
Rentokil Initial, a committed long term supporter of Cool Earth, helped launch a smart new
initiative for FTSE companies looking to play a greater part in the global climate challenge.
Through Climate Dividends, Cool Earth wants to engage with the FTSE sector to help businesses
harness the potential of their unclaimed dividends, and direct those funds towards the most
innovative and effective climate protection projects around the world.

“Using unclaimed dividends to address climate change
is a beautifully simple idea and it is typical that Rentokil Initial
thought of it first. Thanks to Rentokil’s ingenuity, the funding
from Climate Dividends will ensure some of the world’s most
endangered forest is kept standing. I hope that where Rentokil
leads other responsible companies will follow.”
- F ra n k F ield , C o o l E a r t h C o- Fou nde r and Tru ste e
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Thank you
As Cool Earth grows, we are grateful to all those
who join in our fight against deforestation.
It’s not possible to namecheck each and every one of you, but please know how
grateful we are to our champions of Cool Earth’s vital mission.
From long- term committed trusts and foundations to innovative business partners,
we couldn’t do it without you.
Thank you as well to regular givers who help us plan for the future, our Adventurists
and adventurers who support Cool Earth in the most extreme and entertaining ways
possible, and to our donors who give what they can when they can.
And to you, for knowing that community-led conservation is the smartest
climate action there is.
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